has frequently been observed and reported [4-S]
Instead of a vertical straight line, the complex impedance diagram extubits a straight line intersecting the Z'-axis at (R,, 0) at an angle smaller than 90 O_ In other words, the electrode impedance consists of a resltance R, in series wrth a complex impedance Z, with the special property that its phase angle is independent of frequency. This phenomenon of the "constant phase angle", mentloned for the first time by Fncke [9] , goes reason to designate Z, by the name "constant phase element" (CPE). as will be done throughout this paper. The CPE 1s generally believed to onginate from a distnbutlon in the current density along the electrode surface as a result of surface inhomogenelty This can be inferred from the analogy with the behavlour of porous electrodes (and other electrodes with mtentlonal mhomogenelfLy), wluch has been extensively dlscussed by de Levee [4, 10] The presence of the electrIca double-layer has ta b= accounted for thoroughly and precisely m the ac-Impedance method for the study of (faradaic) electrode processes
In In addltlon, It 1s questlonable whether the faradaic admittance itself can strl1 be described mathematically in the conventlonal way, or rather should be given a modlfled mathematical descnption m the case where the mterfaclal suucture IS supposed to be mhomogeneous ms questlon is dlfflcult to answer a prior1 as long as the fundamental ongm of the mhomogeneous character 1s unclear. Thus far, httle or no attention has been pad to the above-mentioned problems, even from the experlmental pomt of view Usually, the CPE IS merely accepted as such, thus givmg nse to one more unknown parameter to which expenmental data have to be fitted. It 1s the purpose of the present paper to provide a more thorough dIscussIon of the matter from a phenomenological pomt of view. This means that, leavmg the fundamental background unexplamed, we will try to analyse mathematltally some possible cases of distributed behavlour, and discuss their consequences for procedures for analysing experimental data Next, as an illustration, tlus metbodological theory will be apphed to the study of two electrode reactions, v1z (a) the reduction of H' to H, and (b) the reduction of the tris-oxalato femc Ion to the tns-oxalato ferrous ion (Fa:Ox)i-/Fe(Ox)z-), both at a gold electrode. Finally, some conclusions and lmphcations for the study of other systems will be dlscussed briefly ( 
II) THEORY (11-I)

The rdeclly pofarrzed electrode
The basic assumption in tins sectron wrll be that the impedance Z of the Ideally polanzed electrode behaves in conformrty with the complex plane plot represented by the dashed strarght lme in Frg la throughout the whole frequency range o -z o < co, where o 1s the angular frequency (s-l)_ The adrrnttance Y = Z-' 1s accordingly represented by the dashed circular arc in Ag lb, with the typical property of its centre bemg situated undertie& the honzontal axis, as mdlcated. To put rt in another way, the plots corresponding to "Ideal" behaviour (drawn lines) have to be rotated clockwrse by an angle & = UIIT/~ 111 order to represent the "CPE behavrour"
Most formally thts means that the classical representatton of the Lqpedance, Z = R, + (toCd)-', is replaced by an expression of the form [8] z=R,+(ro)-"-"'Q (la)
and correspondingly the adlnnttance Y = Z-' 1s given by (lb) where R, 1s the resistive hmrt of Z at o +. co, and Q 1s a constant (with dlmenslons S2 cm2 s-('-~)) representative for the CPE. The dimensionless parameter (Y, which rf it is postulated that in our case the observed behaviour is due to mhomogeneity of the electrode surface in such a way that only the value of the double-layer capacrty 1s distributed along the interface. As a consequence, the equivalent circutt of the electrode in contact with the homogeneous electrolyte phase should be represented by a ladder network of R,C elements as shown in Frg 2b The admittance of this network becomes (6) where T = RC and G(r) is the drstrrbution Function of Q-Fuoss and Krrkwood [14] have derived a procedure to fmd the distribution function necessary to account for a certain phenomenologmal behavlour of a complex quantity hke Y. As this procedure proves to be applicable to our problem, the general result can be apphed as well Tl-ns means that the followmg relattons hold rG(7) = F(s) wtth s = ln( ~/';a)
?r'F( S) = H( S + i%-/2) + H( .s -W/2) The necessity of such an inconceivable distribution function was ruled out in a sophisticated treatment by Scheider [7] , postulating that a so-called branched ladder RC network rather than a smgie RC ladder should be used to represent the model accounting for the CPE It is shown that the value of a IS determined by the order of branclung. u-respective of the distribution m the elements The physical explanation is thought to be fundamentally related to microscoptcal surface roughness, c.ausmg uneven charging of the double-layer and hence tangential displacements of charge m the diffuse double-layer_ The most important motive for this model IS the empirical evidence that the apparent double-layer capacity C, = YGkJo is proportional to
Rn" [7] . However, in our opmlon, the experiments performed by Scheider to prove this relstron should be unsidered with some care, as the data were measured at polarizable gold electrodrs without fang the dc potential
In view of the discu,sions to follow, we wish to point out another possrble physical background of the CPE, fiz the idea that it is just an intrinsic property of the electrical double-layer, the atoms, molecules and ions in it being subject to However, rf the drstribution concept IS the fundamental background of the CPE behaviour, the situation IS different For n-r that case, the charge transfer proceeding at any locatron on the surface IS shunted by the capacitance pertaunng to thus locatron, and therefore the appropnate equrvalent crrcurt 1s a ladder network as drawn m Fig. 4b (or a more complex branched network, if a In the context of our treatment from dc and ac measurements. To it wrll be useful to combme experimental results this end, we formulate the following premises: (1) The rate expression for the electrode reaction 0 + n e-* R obeys lmear storchiometry; the faradarc current is related to the interfacral potentral E by
where k, is the potential-defiendent forward rate constant, co and ca are the mterfacial concentratrons and + = (nF/RT)(E -E " ), E o bemg the formal standard potential (i-1) Mass transport occurs by means of serm-mfmrte linear diffusion and consequently [17] for the potential step method, when R is initially absent: It is remarkable that the constant phase angles observed at one electrode are not the same at &ffercnt potenti&, but tend to decrease gomg to more negative potentials (or farther Into the faradaic region??). The values of a are collected in Table 1 It appears that at the polycrystalhne electrode a IS slightly higher than at the single crystal electrodes Thrs may support the distnbunon concept since it can be expected that a polycrystalline surface IS more heterogeneous Some experunents A vanation m R, of + 0.03 !G? cm* would produce an equal error at the highest frequency (here only 1200 Hz!), with a stronger tendency to decrease at the lower frequencies. The conclusion IS that after a misestimation of R,, most inevitably CL also will be adJusted to an erroneous value m order to obtam a reasonable frequency dependence of 1-L -Y;ltg(ar/2) On the other hand, tlus kind of "compensatmg" adlustment helps us to fmd a rehable value ior R;' winch can be employed as a starting value for further fittmg and eventual re-adlustment of R, and a.
(VI) CONCLUSION
The most important result of the present work IS, m our opimon, that it is shown how severely the CPE mfluences the frequency dispersion of the mterfacial admrttance even m the case of quite small rotation angles (2-4O)
Especially at such small angles the effect is likely to be ignored, which would lead to large errors m the determination of faradaic rate parameters and thus to serious misinterpretations However, it is quite Feasible to account for tbp _ CPE effect correctly and to check the results of the analysis on their internal consistency.
In the literature up to now, the analysis of electrode impedances m the case where the double-layer behaves as a constant phase element was made on the tacit assumption that the CPE simply replaces the double-layer capacity in any equivalent circuit without having a relation with the other constituents, which is logical if the CPE behavrour IS a propefiy of the double-layer itself and not due to the distnbution of R,C, values ongi~atmg from surface inhomogeneity Cunously enough, the latter explanation is usually adopted and the former only rather rarely mentioned as From the methodological considerations presented in the theoretical part of this paper, it can be concluded that the analysis of an electrode impedance comprising both a faradarc unpedance and a CPE may offer a possibihty by experiment to discnmmate between the two possible explanations. To this end, it is reqmred that the faradaic adnuttance should have a substantral magnrtude as compared to the reciprocal ohmic resistance (explicitly the factor (1 + RQYF)n should differ s~gnifi-cantly from unity). Unfortunateiy, the crrcumstances of the experunents drscussed here dtd not meet this requtrement, mostly because of the u-reversible nature of the two systems studied We intend to search for a more suitable system to mvestrgate thrs particular aspect m the n&r future.
